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January 1, 1944
New Year's day, 1944. For a war that started in 1939 this Second World War still rages fiercely. The
end is not in sight; the offensive however, has passed to our Allied forces everywhere on the
globe...Foggia number three airfield (Sal Sola), from which we are shortly to move, is cold, sombre and
windswept today. Bad weather has again grounded the combat crews. What officer and enlisted
personnel are not sleeping in their cots are playing cards by the fire or going about making final
preparations for the move to the new field at Pompeii. The advance party is already well set up there, it
has been reported, and it is believed the rest of the personnel and equipment can be moved in on short
notice in anticipation of immediate resumption of combat activity.
[No entry for January 2, 1944]
January 3, 1944
Today was moving day. The whole
organization was up this morning for an early
breakfast and, equipment having been packed
the night before (except for the personnel tents
and personal belongings), the loaded trucks
were marshaled on the taxi strip near the east
side of the field under the direction of motor
convoy commander Captain Varnol Farmer, the
group armament officer. Although a smooth
and early departure had been envisaged, the
convoy didn't clear the field until almost eleventhirty. Truck drivers from the 324th service
squadron, which, with trucks and men, helped
us move to the new field muttered their
Varnol Farmer (Seated in Jeep) Photo: 57th Bomb
contempt of the AAF way of doing things.
Wing Archive
“The infantry isn't like the Air Force,” they say.
“Those fellows are on the ball. When they say
they're going to pull out at six-forth five, they pull out at six-forty five, by God! Not a minute before or
a minute after. But this damn' Air Force--!”...Once rolling the convoy made excellent time on the
crowded but well paved road through the mountains to Avellino and Nola. It was well after dark and
quite chilly, however, when the motorcade pulled into Terzigno, a small town adjacent to the new
airfield. As usual, a number of ailing vehicles broke down and a few men had to stay with them
overnight.
[No entry for January 4, 1944]

January 5, 1944
The organization is now fairly well set up at
Pompeii airfield. Moving in meant the
requisition of many old single-unit houses
lining the road between Terzigno and Poggia
Marian. Understandably the Italian families
were considerably inconvenienced and
grieved about their enforced evacuation, but
military expediency demanded it. Some
officers and enlisted men are complaining
that headquarters as usual is miles removed
from the various operational offices and the
squadron areas. For headquarters, a large
and beautiful house of many apartments a
veritable mansion – situated on a plot of
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several acres of vineyard and orange orchard,
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was selected. The building stands with its
back to the southern slope of Mt. Vesuvius
and on the Northern edge of San Giuseppe Vesuviano. On the ground floor the post office, the
Surgeon's office, special service quarters, and a barber shop and tailor shop have been established. On
the second floor excellent messing facilities are available; there too the administrative offices of
headquarters have been set up, and in the several smaller rooms many officers are quartered. The third
floor is set aside for enlisted men's quarters. Over very bumpy roads it requires fifteen minutes to drive
from operations to Villa Ambrosia, as the headquarters estate was known before war came to Italian
soil. Three round trips from any point in the 340th group outside of headquarters to the Villa, therefore
takes quite a chunk out of a soldier's day, which might be the reason for the criticism. The squadron
personnel are living in the small cement houses heretofore mentioned and also in tents. The houses
have no sanitary or other plumbing facilities, no electric light installations, and can be heated,
apparently, only by open fires in the large hearths, which seem to give more smoke than heat. Truly,
the standard of living is quite low....The group has flown no missions since late last month and now we
are informed we shall be given a stand-down for a week starting tomorrow in order to to do some
intensive training. Practice bombing missions in which live bombs are to be employed and cameras
utilized to spot results have been prescribed for us by TBF. No one can say the orders are unjust or
unnecessary. 340th has been “off the ball.”
January 6, 1944
Into the group S-2 office today walked a man long given up for dead. He was 2nd Lt. John D. O'Leary
of Cicero, Ill., a 486th pilot who, with a crew of five other men, was shot down in course of our
November 17th raid on Kalamaki airdrome, Athens, Greece. His story is almost incredible, and
provoked many an excited conversation as it went from one party to the next. Lt. O'Leary and his copilot, 2nd Lt. John E. Smith, apparently were the only survivors, and only Lt. O'Leary – apparently –
was able to evade the enemy. With the plane completely disabled over the target the pilots rang the bell
for immediate abandonment of aircraft and when nothing more could be done even to control the
falling aircraft, the pilots abandoned the ship, Lt. O'Leary jumping after the co-pilot. Lt. O'Leary
landed uninjured and was picked up and hidden almost immediately by friendly Greeks. Lt. Smith was
found by the Greeks also, but because he was bleeding from a head cut they thought it best to let the

Germans capture him and treat his wound. Spirited from house to house for days while the enemy
combed the countryside and towns for him, O'Leary was finally brought into Athens and put in contact
with the underground movement. After weeks of waiting and planning he finally was carried to a
neutral country and shortly afterwards found his way to intelligence officers in Cairo and then Algiers.
Before he left the Greeks gave him pictures of his four other crew members' graves. Their bodies were
found in or near the wrecked aircraft and were given a military burial by the Germans.

January 7, 1944
Colonel Knapp, commanding officer of the 12th Bomber Command, paid us a visit today and brought
with him a Lt. Colonel Charles D. Jones, of whom - although we have not had official word on it – the
rumor circulates that he is to replace Lt. Colonel Tokaz of this group...Our mail hasn't been coming
through regularly from Algiers. Some say it is because something big is in the air, while others
maintain it is a simple case of bad weather curtailing the movements of mail planes. There is also
gossip of various bomber units moving to Burma, Siberia, Turkey, or England. The 340th, according to
these sinister whisperings, is going to all of these places. Sometimes the boys wish the rumormongers
would be consistent and stick to just one rumor, but most of the times they relish a wide variety of
rumors, even conflicting ones...The Red Army's advance into Poland – at this point a penetration about
fifty miles beyond the pre-war Polish boundaries – has been described as fantastic news, but must be
greeted of course as an accomplished fact. The Reds have demonstrated for their enemies and allies
alike their magnificent fighting qualities.
January 8, 1944
Lt. Colonel Jones officially became the new commander of the “Avengers” group today, replacing Lt.
Colonel Tokaz, who moves to 12th Bomber Command, apparently, to serve on the staff of Colonel
Knapp. Our new C.O. is a man of 31 or 32 years of age from Jackson, Miss. He is a good looking, oftsmiling fellow of more than medium height, and his manners and personality may be described as “the
young southern Gentleman” type. He entered the army air corps about 1934 or 1935 after graduating
from Notre Dame university. He has been an army flyer ever since, and originally came overseas in
October or November 1942 on the staff of General John K. Cannon...Operations and S-2 and the photo
section are not taking a rest cure these days even though we've flown no combat mission in more than a
week. The practice missions keep all four squadrons busy, with intelligence officers interrogating the
crews on their return and the photo section getting out the pictures of the practice bombing...The 340th
Group is now under the 12th Bomber Command for both administration and tactical operations, and is
the only intermediary command between this unit and the 12th Air Force.
January 9, 1943
By the way of meeting his constituents, Colonel Jones made the rounds of the various offices today and
also went out to the line to meet many of the engineering personnel. Eventually he will be around to all
the Squadrons. His approach is a friendly direct one, and apparently he likes to know everyone's job,
his name, his likes and dislikes. He seems to be making a very favorable impression on everyone, and
in particular the enlisted men...Colonel Tokaz is still in the hospital but he is expected out

soon...Apparently no orders have been written on him yet, but he is sure to go to the bomber command.
Other 340th officers may follow...1st Lt. Wilfred Gjertson, special service officer for the group, now has
the motion picture service again in operation. Almost nightly movies are offered in a small Italian
cinema in San Giuseppe Vesuviano. As a theater it is rather a poor thing, but as a 340th movie house it
is the most luxurious we have ever had. In Hergla we used to sit on packing crates (or our hands!) and
watch the movies unwind under the stars, while B-25s roared by on takeoffs and landings and drowned
out the dialog. At Comiso we had another open air theater, and this one was distinguished by a large
sturdy screen and a sizable stage, as well as several uniform rows of German ordnance crates. At
Catania a semi-demolished hangar housed our motion pictures, while at San Pancrazio the structure
was a long barn or outbuilding. Here in San Giusep', however, we have a cinema per se. If the seats
are uncomfortably small and the diminutive stage raised unaccountably high above the level of the
“orchestra,” who indeed shall complain? At the performances Corporal Becker of headquarters, the
special service clerk, invariably announces: “The first eight rows on the left hand side are reserved for
the officers and the seats behind them for the English troops. All the other seats are open to American
troops.” Since we are virtually the only American troops within convenient distance of the theater and
in view of the fact that the movie is arranged and shown by the 340th group, we have the place pretty
much to ourselves. Yet one wishes for at least three or four hundred more seats; if the movie is a good
one the place fills up to capacity at least fifteen or twenty minutes before show time. In the afternoon
Italian films are exhibited.
[No entry for January 10, 1944]
January 11, 1944
The first accident of the current training program occurred today with the tragic cost of five lives. A
486th plane returning with its 100-pound practice bombs came in on the final approach too close to two
other ships and, buffeted by “prop wash,” went out of control and crashed near the edge of the runway.
It caught fire immediately and soon the great heat detonated, one after another, the live bombs. It was
many hours before the medics could safely approach the wreckage and remove the bodies. The
complete crew included 1st Lt. George A. Smith, Pilot: 2nd Lt. James L. Black, co-pilot; 2nd Lt. Frank T.
Saunders, Jr., bombardier; S/Sgt. Dean Bryant, radio operator, and S/Sgt. Roland O. Lowder, gunner.
The observation of most of us on this lamentable event was that while it is a shame to lose crews in
enemy action it is doubly tragic to lose them in non-combat accidents. We have a feeling that if a ship
goes down over the target its loss has been partially offset by the damage wrought the enemy. If it is
possible to say so, it is fitting that combat fliers, if they must die, should die in combat, where
physically and psychologically they give the fullest and most effective measure of service against the
enemy. When their lives are stolen accidentally and out of combat the idea of economy is somehow
outraged...The training program, well under way the past few days, is rapidly coming to a close. It is
thought the men will profit greatly from the concentrated effort they have put in on formation flying
and target approach work, as well as target location exercises.
January 12, 1944
The commanding officer buzzed in about noon today and was met by broad smiles, a telegram of good
news, and an outstretched hand holding a pair of silver eagles. Charles D. Jones, one time Lt. Colonel,
is now a full colonel. For the first time since May 6, 1943, when Colonel William C. Mills failed to

return from the skies over Furna, Tunisia, the commander of the 340th Bombardment Group carries his
maximum rank...1st Lt. Harold H. Howlett, hitherto administrative inspector of the group, is to be
transferred to 12th Bomber Command...President Roosevelt in his message to Congress today set forth a
five-point plan for the future conduct of the war, & recommended: 1) Total mobilization of all
manpower and capital in the United States; 2) a realistic tax law; 3) machinery to eliminate war profits
of an undue nature; 4) regulation of the cost of living; and 5) legislation encompassing currency
regulation.
January 13, 1944
Major James P. Johnson, until recently assigned to the Fighter Training Command as a supply officer,
reported to the 340th today for duty. He will take over as our material officer, a post previously held by
Major Charles Summers. The latter is to be assigned to primary duty as technical inspector. Major
Johnson was a friend and staff colleague of Colonel Jones when the two served in the FTC. He is
evidently respected by the Colonel for his ability to draw equipment and other necessary material when
the “goods” are “unavailable.” Obviously, any man who can crack through channels to the
Quartermaster and Air Force depots and get vehicles, tents, clothing, gear and tools for the 340th will hit
a new high in popularity with the outfit...Back to combat operations we went today, attacking Guidonia
airdrome with 27 aircraft. The squadron patterns were rather poor and there were only a handful of
aircraft on the field. Maybe we practiced too much.
January 14, 1944
The 486th squadron caught hell today in the course of a 27-ship raid on the town of Pontecorvo and
bridge there, back of the Fifth Army front. The flak was intense and extremely accurate, knocking
down two aircraft of our formation and, we hear, one of the 12th Group's. A radio operator [T/Sgt.
Thomas J. Moran] flying in the plane piloted by 2nd Lt. Duane Glade of Ocheyedan, Ia., which was
seriously disabled by ack-ack, jumped out over the target thinking the ship was going down. He must
have felt lonesome swinging down behind the German lines while Lt. Glade's ship limped home. The
plane piloted by 1st Lt. Richard G. Swope of Beaumont, Tex., and Major Louis Keller of Corona, Calif.,
got itself more thoroughly disabled and staggered over to the Allied side of the bomb line before
crashing. Everybody jumped safely and all have been recovered to us. It was the third jump for Major
Keller since he came into combat. But the real ill luck befell the occupants of the plane piloted by 2nd
Lt. Roy D. Clem. They went down over the target and all are missing in action. With him were 2nd Lt.
William R. Ganz, co-pilot; 2nd Lt. Eloise G. Spray, bombardier; S/Sgt. Harlan G. Nelson, radioman;
S/Sgt. William H. Nelson, gunner, and S/Sgt. Sterling L. King, tail gunner. The flak was so
disconcerting, uniformly poor bomb runs were made, so this time Jerry came out ahead, without a
doubt.
[No entry for January 15, 1944]
January 16, 1944
That week of practice bombing is paying dividends at last, apparently. Although yesterday our raid
against the Foligno marshaling yards was only fair, today 27 aircraft from the group caught the Terni

marshaling yards squarely and plastered it with 36 tons of bombs. One of the industrial plants near the
yards also got in the way and took a mauling...The typhus scare has been increasing in the Naples area
– although few or none of the Allied troops have been stricken – hence it is not surprising to find
Peninsular Base Section headquarters canceling all passes to that city. The group surgeon reports there
is but one case of typhus in all the military hospitals in Naples. Interestingly enough, the individual
exception was a lad who missed his regular shot in the arm six months ago...The weather continues to
be clear and Allied air power is daily directed against German communications, from the Alps and the
Riviera to the Fifth and Eighth Army fronts.
January 17, 1944
A brief glance around the warring earth: General Dwight D. Eisenhower, former commander in chief
in the North African Theater, today in England assumed command of the Allied Western Invasion
Forces. In Italy the Fifth army has taken the last height before Cassino, flinty keystone of the German
“Gustav Line.” In eastern Poland the hard-fighting Russians are remorselessly pushing the Germans,
and in the southwest Pacific area American sea and air power is on a mounting offensive...Here in
southern Italy the “Avengers” attacked the marshaling yards at Chiarvalle near Ancona, and are
believed to have bombed well. It was a target of opportunity, all other targets given at the briefing
having been covered over with clouds. As Major Malcolm A. Bailey of San Antonio, operations
Officer, declared: “We flew, and flew, and flew, and flew. Then we finally saw a juicy little town down
there with a marshaling yard, and we plopped the bombs down on it.” When TBF heard we have
bombed a target not given us they began to complain sharply, thinking we had hit a town and railroad
installation they were saving for Allied use. When the affair was finally straightened out they warned
not to bomb if given targets were unavailable.
January 18, 1944
A recommendation for a Distinguished Flying Cross citation for Major Louis Keller was submitted
today. His competent and courageous handling of his recent bailout situation over Pontecorvo is the
basis for the recommendation. In the meantime he has been put on a DNICF status (Duty not to
include combat flying) for a period of two weeks. It was said he gave the flight surgeon a stiff
argument, claiming it was the duty of a squadron commander to get up there and lead his unit, but the
F/S won out, sensibly...The officers' club is to open tomorrow, the site being a two story building of
five or six rooms fronting on the main street running between Terzigno and San Giuseppe Vesuviano.
To administer it, a board of governors has been named. An orchestra of a sort has been engaged for the
grand opening, and if they are good musicians they will have to prove it in the first two hours. After
that time the sizable stocks of gin, cognac, wine, vermouth, and brandy will have effectively ruled out
music appreciation...The target today was a viaduct at Terni and its small size made it difficult to
hit...At 0400 hours today British and American troops out-flanked the Germans on the southwestern
anchor of the Gustav line by landing on the north side of the mouth of the Garigliano river. By midday
the sea-borne invaders had taken Minturno. The strategy is to push along the road from Minturno to
the plain lying between Cassino and Rome, and thus force the Germans to withdraw from Cassino.
[No entry for January 19, 1944]

January 20, 1944
Major Johnson, the new material officer, has been bringing home the bacon where supplies and
equipment are concerned. He and the Colonel have managed to secure a large number of American
personnel tents to replace the British desert tents the command had been using. Major Johnson also
tells us we can look forward to some new vehicles...Colonel Jones held a conference this evening that
was limited strictly to Squadron commanders, operations officers and intelligence officers. The best
guess at the subject matter would probably be that the Allies are making another sea-borne invasion
farther up the Italian mainland...The group did some satisfactory bombing today, some excellent
bombing yesterday. The target today was a couple of bridges near Carsoli and their small size thwarted
the bombardiers. The patterns were very good, but just a bit off, so except for damage to a railroad
trestle and road, the mission was only a technical success. Yesterday 24 of our planes and crews
cratered the airfield at Rieti and showered hits down on the hangars and workshops...Church services
for both the Catholic and Protestant faiths are now held in a long “hospital type” tent on Sunday
mornings on the Terigno-Poggia Marina road, at a point near the end of the runway. Captain James H.
Cooper of Toledo and E. Liverpool, O., the group chaplain, conducts the Protestant services, and either
an Italian priest from one of the nearby churches or an American chaplain of a nearby unit says the
mass.
January 21, 1944
The dental clinic is to be moved from the first floor of the headquarters
building to the 487th squadron area, where it will be more easily accessible to
the majority of our personnel. The dental office will be in a trailer. Captain
Joseph H. Nozick of Brooklyn, N.Y., who has spent most of the waking
hours of his life with a cigar in his mouth, is “the man who pulls teeth.”
When we were at Catania a fellow officer found the jawbone of a horse on
the beach and had the clean, dry surfaces of it covered with suitable
inscriptions: then he presented it to the good Captain. One of the
inscriptions read, :To Joe from an Ex-Customer.” Another enjoined him
from shooting craps (“Stop rolling the bones, Joe.”) The dentist felt quite
flattered with the gift and proposed to send it home to his wife. The
numerous and well-developed horse teeth stimulated his professional
instincts and he immediately launched into a genial critique of the late
horse's dental characteristics. Captain Nozick's assistant is Sgt. Leo Barczak
of Detroit...Twenty-four ships of the group bombed the Avezzano marshaling
yards with excellent results today. An earlier mission against the Foligno
yards was more or less circumvented by extensive cloud coverage, although
12 of the planes did bomb, on ETA (Estimated Time of Arrival). Results
were unobserved.
Leo Barczak
[No entry for January 22, 1944]

January 23, 1944
The sea-borne invasion below Rome guessed at in a recent entry in this diary became actuality
yesterday morning at 0200 hours, when the 6th Corps, composed of the 3rd U.S. Infantry division, the 1st
British Infantry division, three battalions of Rangers (American) and part of the 1st U.S. Armored
division, completely surprised the enemy with a landing on the beaches near Anzio. A puzzling lack of
opposition was encountered, and in the first few hours only one prisoner of war was taken. The
situation there at the present moment is not clear, but it is evident that our troops are strengthening their
hold on the beachhead. The main objective of this thrust is to capture the high ground south of Rome
and to cut the two main roads leading south from the city. This operation is coordinated with an
intensified offensive in the Cassino sector, where the German line is still being bitterly held...1st Lt.
James R. Templeton of Glendale, Calif., a pilot to whom we said goodbye months ago when he was
ordered to return to the States for a special assignment, turned up, amazingly here at the field yesterday
with a small number of crews and airplanes that he had just led over from the U.S. Evidently he had
become bored with his job as an instructor pilot at Columbia Air Base, S.C. And when the opportunity
came to lead over some replacement crews he jumped at it. Twenty minutes after he landed here with
his charges, he had secured permission to go on the mission leaving to bomb the Colleferro road
junction. He flew as co-pilot with 1st Lt. G.L. Wells of the 488th squadron. In a few days this “combat
commuter” will return to his job at Columbia...The Colleferro mission was good, although the junction
itself escaped our bombs, one of the roads being well hit. Later in the afternoon three of our planes
dropped “Nickels” or propaganda leaflets in the Arce area...The mission today was a good example of
lucky bombing. Out at the road and railroad junction at Avezzano, our crews missed the given
objective and tore up the town considerably. They were happy to learn, when they returned that the
Germans had just finished moving in a large number of troops and motor transports.
January 24, 1944
News from the new beachhead is brief and fragmentary. After running into no opposition for more than
24 hours, the Allies are now skirmishing with the Germans, it would appear...There was no mission
today...Major Joe F. Bennett of Kyle, Texas, who had been associated with Colonel Jones in the Fighter
Training Command, reported to the organization today. He will serve as the Group Executive Officer.
January 25, 1944
The BBC broadcast today operations on the new beachhead front are already ahead of schedule.
Advance patrols were reported to be nearing the Appian way, the historic road to Rome. The Germans
have announced their loss of the town of Littoria. Counterattacks are expected at any time now, as the
Germans are feverishly grouping forces for a battle...Bad weather screwed up the group's mission
today. The primary target was Artena, and the alternate Valmontone, but because of low visibility
conditions only a few planes could drop their bombs on the given objectives. Some of the others in the
24-plane formation took targets of opportunity.
[No entries for January 26 and 27, 1944]

January 28, 1944
Italian women and children who persist, despite the Vietatto l'Ingressi signs scattered about
promiscuously, in trespassing on the airfield, are becoming a great nuisance to the command, and in
particular to the operations staff and the commanding officer. It is realized, of course, that these people
lived all their lives, virtually, on the property and hence might find themselves unconsciously hanging
around the old familiar buildings and strolling around the old pathways, but that cannot affect the
necessity of our guarding Air Force property and preserving the secrecy of our operations. Many times
in the Intelligence – Operations area, just behind the center of the runway, when combat crews were
being briefed or interrogated Italian civilians were hanging around or casually passing through.
Always they were hastened on their way. At least once, a large number was picked up by the Provost
Marshal's truck and brought to his office for questioning and warning. Now, Major Keller has resorted
to more effective measures: when he catches anyone trespassing he fires a flare at them from the
terrace of the Intelligence-Operations building. What words and signs fail to achieve, these brilliant,
smoking flares that land uncomfortably close achieve wonderfully. The trespassers are galvanized into
action and catch our drift immediately...Yesterday was a bad day for the 340th where accurate bombing
was concerned. One mission against the Colleferro road junction petered out miserably, when only 17
of the 24 attacking planes dropped their bombs, and they quite inaccurately. In the afternoon 24 went
out again, this time to hit the Orte Marshaling yards, and the bombing was again poor. Today, by way
of redeeming themselves, they gave the marshaling yards there a good shellacking. It is too bad that
one of the Allied war correspondents, to whom we gave a ride on the afternoon mission yesterday,
could not have gone along on the mission today; as it was he had an opportunity to see us at our worst.
Taken to the briefing and acquainted with general information on the mission, he was brought out to
one of the planes of the 488th Squadron at takeoff time and installed in the navigator's compartment,
where he had fair visibility of the proceedings. Co-incidental with his ride was the complete absence of
flak opposition. Not a single gun was fired at our formation, the crews reported on their return. The
correspondent was M. Marcel Chouraqui of the “Republican” or Oran and Algiers.
January 29, 1944
Worse and worse bombing. Today the target was San Benedetto harbor, and more than 75 percent of
the bombs were tossed into the sea far from any ships or installations. “We killed a lot of fish, anyway”
was the general observation. Colonel Jones thinks the crews are trying too hard.
[No entry for January 30, 1944]
January 31, 1944
We closed the month operationally today with a leaflet dropping job on three sectors of the Cassino
front – Pontecorvo, Artena, and Roccasecca. This type of operation is called “nickeling” by the
Psychological Warfare Board, which provides us with the leaflets and issues us our instructions. Some
of our crews called them “spitball missions.”...Yesterday 36 of our planes hit a road junction at
Frascati, near Lake Albano south of Rome. Results were fair. Italy offers an excellent dry wine of
champagne-like character called Frascati. Many of the 340th boys have put away several bottles of it on
excursions to Naples. They sincerely hope the bombs yesterday missed the wineries there, if indeed
that wine is processed there.

